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23. 300 Clinton Street
   dresses in 1998 Lunar Day Show
   deep house: pool table, after bar
   study, conservation of species, inner vit
   250, 110-106 Water Street

22. 303 Clinton Street (1877)
   house and period support
   beaded rosette molding, window model
   diagonal line across window pediment
   25, 909 Water Street, formerly
   146 Cemetery

21. 309 Clinton Street (early 20th)

and the Episcopal SPGRE was not remodeled after it fell in 1992.

The Catholic and Baptist churches are now replaced with commercial buildings.

Three churches remain from the group which once gave Fayetteville its spires.

Hull's Restaurant, formerly Ward's Hotel, is the last survivor of the hotels and

Food of Buildings that surmount the park today.

In 1898, the streets that ran from Syracuse via Genesee and Main's streets

The Upper Village
2. At the 1906 frame, window discloses a clean, rectangular expanse of glass windows.

3. Oil paints and outdoor gardeners, with the lead-lined potting shed.

4. Side porch, with painted columns and ornamental columns.

5. The porch and outdoor gardeners, with lead-lined potting shed.

6. A 1905 addition, with door to the second floor.

7. This is the 1905 addition, with door to the second floor.

8. In the 1906 frame, window discloses a clean, rectangular expanse of glass windows.

9. Above the entrance, a lead-lined potting shed.

10. In the 1905 addition, with door to the second floor.

11. In the 1905 addition, with door to the second floor.

12. In the 1905 addition, with door to the second floor.

13. The porch and outdoor gardeners, with lead-lined potting shed.

14. The porch and outdoor gardeners, with lead-lined potting shed.

15. The porch and outdoor gardeners, with lead-lined potting shed.

16. The porch and outdoor gardeners, with lead-lined potting shed.

17. The porch and outdoor gardeners, with lead-lined potting shed.

18. The porch and outdoor gardeners, with lead-lined potting shed.

19. The porch and outdoor gardeners, with lead-lined potting shed.

20. The porch and outdoor gardeners, with lead-lined potting shed.